
Docent notes for Americus Quilt Display 

 

The Americus Club was the 2nd in the United States and the 1st 
continuing Club in Indiana.  It is now celebrating 100 Years!  The 
ladies no longer meet in Americus, having moved into Battle 
Ground.  But the spirit moved with them.   The ladies quilt for 
people and use the money to make and give quilts to homeless. 

 

                       A little history of quilts 

Quilts have been found in ancient Egyptian tombs so it is really an 
old art.  When Knights wore armor, they had quilted undershirts 
next to their skin to protect them from the chain mail. 

Early settlers to America depended on quilts to keep them warm 
in their drafty dwellings.  They didn’t have a handy JoAnn fabric 
store so they had to get cloth from England which took a long time 
and was terribly expensive thanks to King George III and his 
taxes.  So they made their own; a long process. 

To make wool a sheep was sheared, but sheep weren’t very tidy.  
The wool had to be washed, combed (carded) spin into yarn and 
then woven.  Linen came from flax which had to be beaten, spun 
and woven.  With all this effort no fabric was wasted.  A worn out 
garment could be cut into pieces and made into a quilt. 

 

                           What defines a quilt? 

It is a fabric sandwich. Quilters prefer pure cotton fabric. One 
piece of fabric forms the backing.  Next is a layer of batting which 
makes it warm.  It can be natural fiber like cotton or synthetic.  It 
can be purchased in different thicknesses.  The quilting is the tiny 
stitches which hold the three layers together.  The quilting can be 



straight lines or fancier shapes.  The subject of the quilt may 
dictate the shape of the quilting.  For instance, a sea theme quilt 
might have a clam shell outline quilted.  Quilting often goes 
unnoticed because the pieced colors and shapes grab the 
attention, but the quilting is as important as the pieces. 

 

                           The Exhibit 

 

                         “Alaskan Mountains” 

All the fabric in this piece came from Alaska.  The blue colors 
reflect the ocean and the streams that flow through the land.  The 
sparkling aurora borealis crystals are a little giggle to Northern 
Lights.    The mountain shaped quilting draws the eye up to where 
she has a little surprise.  In the night blue borders, are strips of a 
pattern called Flying Geese.  Notice the mountain shape along the 
bottom in earthy colors.  That is most likely Denali, named by the 
native people.  

                                  “Birds of State” 

This quilt was pieced and quilted by hand.  The birds and banners 
were padded from behind to make them stand out.  This process 
is called trapunto.  They were embroidered with anatomically 
correct features.  The Cardinal is a favorite in many States, so she 
included them in different poses.  Young viewers might like to 
find them all.   

 

                           “ Memory Quilt” 

The memories of the Americus Quilt Club is captured in the 
striped pastel blocks.  Notice the signatures on some of them.  
Vivid green frames the Americus Union Church which housed the 



Club for many years.  Small pieces in the border resemble a braid 
which might symbolize the binding together. 

 

                          “Persian Garden” 

The flowers in Persian Garden are not pieced.  They are cut out 
separately and hand stitched on the center block.   The 
background fabrics have an oriental influence.  The use of several 
borders brings the eye to the central panel.  It was hand quilted. 

 


